
TABLES TURNED ANALYSIS

The Tables Turned Analysis and Summary: William Wordsworth. Read our detailed study guide on the poem â€œThe
Tables Turnedâ€• by William Wordsworth. The Tables Turned, a poem written by Williams Wordsworth, was first
published in Lyrical Ballads in 

Our minds and hearts to bless. They make our minds and our hearts holy, as if they had been blessed by a
priest or have been favoured by God. Science and arts deeciesve us from the beauty around us, and encourage
us to analyse and dissect everything around us, but the nature teaches us how to appreciate thins around us.
But the books do not contain as much as knowledge as the nature does, and submission to nature would teach
us much more in life. Even slightly comic. Seen in the uses of phrases such as "toil and trouble," and "surely
you'll grow double. This section contains words approx. In fact, the speaker's suggesting that reading and
studying dumbs us down, by taking us away from the true source of knowledge: the outdoors. Reading the
poem through the point of view of the speaker, we feel the ultimate force that flourishes life is nature and any
attempt to make progress would be in vain without following nature. And hark! He is one of the best romantic
poets I the history of romantic poetry. The nature knows much more and better than the sages, and it would
teach us in such a way that we absorb everything and feel light and serene at heart. How blithe the throstle
sings. Ninth Edition ed. Enough of Science and of Art; Close up those barren leaves; Come forth, and bring
with you a heart That watches and receives. Rhyme and Rhyming Scheme: The rhyming scheme of the poem
is abab, and is maintained throughout the poem. He, too, is no mean preacher: Come forth into the light of
things, Let Nature be your teacher. The poet again calls his friend to get up who looks confused by the sudden
call. If the reader quits reading how will he know what to do and what to follow? The piece was originally
published in in Lyrical Ballads, a collection of poems Wordsworth co-compiled with his contemporary
Samuel Taylor Coleridge. To Wordsworth, the books that human reads are of no use while nature provides
them with the knowledge and wisdom that books are lacking. However, the poet sadly says that the
melodiousness of nature and the understanding it carries has been slanted by the way human beings try to
brutally divide it. He, too, is no mean preacher: Come forth into the light of things, Let Nature be your teacher.


